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The effects of climate change have become so tangible that
greenhouse gas reduction policies are now being supported in
many countries by all sides of politics. Political action and
government regulation, however, do not move at the same pace
as global corporations, and, as a result, we’ve seen the private
development of voluntary carbon market (VCM) infrastructure
eclipse that of similar government-led programs.
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While the 2021 United Nations Climate Change Conference (COP26) and the approval of Article 6 of the Paris
Agreement were watershed moments for politicians and the voting public, boardrooms around the world
have been aware for some time that their stakeholders won’t put up with inaction on climate policies. As
such, this market for offsets has developed more quickly than most onlookers realise, and the progress
being made by corporations to arrest the rise in global temperatures is well underway.
Building a Trusted Framework
To increase participation, transparency, liquidity, and engagement, the VCM must inspire trust that
investments will result in measurable impact.
Thankfully, the development, standardisation, and governance of these markets are progressing quickly.
The demand for environmental commodity solutions and the subsequent development of VCM
infrastructure has spawned an industry of bodies and registries that aim to bridge the gap between selfregulation and evolving government adoption of regulatory initiatives. By acting in the best interest of end
users of the offsets and uniting behind a shared goal of bringing efficiency, transparency and liquidity to
environmental markets, global VCM infrastructure platforms are adding scale and trust where it is needed
most for the growing corporate governance appetites of businesses globally.
Launched by CME Group, CBL Global Emissions Offset™️(GEO) futures trade on the world’s largest carbon
offset exchange—Xpansiv market CBL. GEO contracts represent the growing maturity of this industry,
creating a benchmark that other contracts can be priced against. GEO contracts are screened by three of
the world’s leading carbon registries and represent an internationally recognised standard to help investors
participate in the VCM with confidence. Benchmark contracts like the GEO also provide the transparency
required to scale markets and effectively tackle carbon reduction.
The result of these developments is the emergence of a carbon market for spot and futures contracts that
are as tradeable and dependable as any other asset class that sits among investment portfolios globally, like
foreign exchange derivatives or interest rate futures. But unlike—for example—unallocated precious metals
derivatives, these environmental commodities represent a pure play on the underlying projects that create
the offset opportunities. This offers asset managers the ability to dive into a bottom-up analysis of the
asset class and provide additional value to their investors.

Every investible asset has a carbon liability, and, as such, there is room for environmental commodities in
every portfolio to offset those liabilities. This shift in thinking is driving larger participants to access and add
to the depth and breadth of the environmental commodity complex, as hedge funds, family offices, investment
banks and commodity traders help develop demand, supply and, ultimately, liquidity.
These large financial market participants will engage alongside the brands that are accessing these markets
to offset their environmental liabilities, allowing the environmental commodity asset class to feature
prominently among institutional portfolios.
Mapping the Progress
The carbon offset market is not new, having launched at the signing of the Kyoto Protocol some 25 years ago,
and developing locally with the NSW Greenhouse Gas Abatement Scheme shortly after. However, the
development of the market has accelerated in recent years. In 2021, 121.5 million tonnes of carbon were traded
on CBL’s marketplace valued at US$550 million, growing almost three times from 2020. Estimates by the
ICVCM suggest the market may grow to US$180 billion by 2030, as the world’s governments and regulators
create targets to stem the threats that global CO2 levels place on earth’s biosphere.
Aware of future liabilities and coming climate regulations, businesses are getting ahead of the curve by
increasing their participation in the VCM. Investor demands and changes in corporate governance are
prompting action, as witnessed by multinational corporations, banks, and other institutions increasing their
use of offsets—particularly following COP26 in 2021. In most jurisdictions, this level of corporate demand has
run ahead of the pace of government regulation, and it is the operators of public markets that are enforcing
disclosure requirements in order to meet the needs of participants and avoid stifling the growth of VCMs, while
government continue to provide the support that their resources allow.
The Next Stage of VCM Evolution
As the quality of market infrastructure and governance improves, precipitating greater adoption by
businesses and governments, the tangible impact of carbon offsets will be further quantified, which has seen
the teething issues present in the early stages of the development of VCMs dissipate. New, more stringent
standards and increased scrutiny will liberate the use of the VCM. As businesses become more selective when
sourcing solutions to their current and future environmental impacts, price signals within the market for
offsets will continue to develop a greater range, based on the projects from which the contracts are derived.
The advent of the GEO carbon benchmark product provides two distinct advantages: it provides users with a
liquid, high-quality instrument that is subject to stringent eligibility criteria; and it provides a basis from which
to price other contracts across the quality spectrum, helping ensure participants trade at the right price for
the right contracts.
Renewable energy infrastructure projects and other initiatives that remove or reduce CO2 from the earth’s
atmosphere require a stable, liquid, and accessible market where offsets can be marketed. The result is an
efficient carbon economy that puts a market price on emissions, creating more options for corporations to
comprehensively offset their environmental liabilities, while unleashing new waves of investment as a result.

The Australian government’s Climate Change Authority, in its 2022 Review of International Offsets,
acknowledges that greater collaboration between governments and the private sector is needed to bring
compliance and VCM closer together: “In developing Australia’s next Paris Agreement target, the
Government will need to consider whether all action will count towards Australia’s national target,
including voluntary use of offsets to meet corporate targets.”
In its call to bring voluntary and compliance markets closer together, the Review cites an aim to “increase
liquidity, efficiency, and effectiveness, thereby enhancing the carbon pricing signal throughout the
economy for better decision-making by business and consumers.” It should bring comfort to participants
to know that environmental commodities infrastructure platforms and the Australian government share
the same vision. While there is more work to be done to develop regulation of this market, market
operators are confident knowing their businesses must fit the needs of customers and regulators, which
ought to see a seamless regulatory transition once government frameworks arrive.
As government and the private sector come together to target CO2 more aggressively, the development
and utilisation of the voluntary carbon market are sure to accelerate. I believe that growing confidence in
carbon offsets and increased collaboration between compliance and voluntary markets will result in a
better outcome for all, empowering ambitious targets to become a reality much sooner than would
otherwise be possible.
There is no ‘us versus them’ when it comes to voluntary and compliance markets – we share the same goal
of achieving net zero, and we need all available tools in the toolbox to achieve that goal. Whatever
innovation and development has been achieved using privately-funded infrastructure can benefit the
evolution of compliance markets, so we view the relationship with government as symbiotic.
* https://www.climatechangeauthority.gov.au/publications/2022-review-international-offsets

